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Rule 2 

Definitions 

 

1.  Team A is using a formation with wide line splits.  Tight end A80 has only one foot in the  

      free blocking zone when the ball is snapped.  Which of the following is true? 

A. A80 may not block an opponent below the waist in the free blocking zone. 

B. A80 is not in the free blocking zone because his entire body in not in the zone. 

C. A80 is in the free blocking zone.  Rule 2-17-1 
D. A80 may only block an opponent above the waist in this case 

 

2.   Which of the following is correct?  Could be more than one. 

      A.  Spearing can only occur if the player that is speared is on the ground. 

      B.  Butt blocking and face tackling are the same thing. 

      C.  Butt blocking and face tackling constitute illegal helmet contact.Rule 2-20-1-

A&B 

      D.  The runner can be penalized for spearing. Rule 2-20-1-C 

 

3.   B16 enters the field after a play is over and tells B23 that B16 is replacing B23.  Which  

      statement below correctly states the status of these teammates after B16 speaks to B23? 

A.  B16 becomes a replaced player. Rule 2-32-12 

B.  B23 is a substitute. 

C.  Both  B16 and B32 are non-players until the ball is next snapped. 

D.  All of these are correct. 

 

4.    A non-player can be 

       A.  a coach 

       B.  a substitute 

       C.  the team statistician  

       D.  All of these are correct Rule 2-32-10 

 

5.   About the ready-for-play signal, which is incorrect? 

      A.  The 25-second count is to begin for a scrimmage play. 

      B.  The Referee is indicating that the ball may be put in play by a snap on a scrimmage down.. 

      C.  The Referee is indicating that the ball may be put in play by a free kick on a free kick down. 

      D.  The 25-second clock count does not occur on a free kick down. Rule 2-35 

 

6.   Team A has the ball at its own 33 yard line third down and three yards to go for a first down.   

      On a sweep play, A33 runs to his left and is hit at his own 30 yard line and fumbles the ball out  

       of bounds.  The ball is touched by B3 before going out of bounds.  Which statement below is  

       incorrect? 

       A.  It is team A’s ball because the ball remained in team possession following the fumble. 

       B.  Player possession was lost. 

       C.  This is a loose ball play. 

       D.  This is a change of possession because B was last to touch the ball before  
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             it went out of bounds.  See Rule 2-34-1,2, & 3 
 

7.    A12 advances the ball 10 yards before B20 get in position in front of A12 and prepares to make   

       a tackle.  As he is about to make the tackle, B20 loses his balance forward and stops his fall by  

       landing on his hand.  He is in position make a tackle when A12 jumps over him with A12’s  

       right foot going over B20 first.  A12 then advances and crosses the goal line in passion of the  

       ball.  Properly officiated this is        (Is there more than once correct answer?) 

A.  a penalty for hurdling 

B.  A’s ball following a 15 yard penalty from the spot of the hurdling. 

C.  A’s ball following a 5 yard penalty for hurdling. 

D.  a touchdown  This does not meet the definition of hurdling (Rule 2-21) as the 

potential tackler’s hand was on the ground.  Hurdling is a 15 yard penalty (Rule 9-4-

3-d-PENALTY) but this example is not hurdling. 
 

8.   Passer A15 throws a quick pass to wide receiver A 80 who is near the sideline.  As the ball in in  

      flight, it is hit by B6 and hits the ground.   In this case, 

A. the ball remains alive if the official determines that the initial direction of 

A15 pass was  toward his own end line. Rule 2-31-5 
B. the ball becomes dead if the official determines that the initial direction of A15 pass was    

toward his own end line. 

C. the ball remains alive only if the official determines that the initial direction of A15 pass 

was toward his opponent’s end line. 

D. The initial direction of the pass has no bearing on whether the ball remains alive. 

 

9.   A87, a wide receiver, splits out very wide and tells the wing official that he is an end and on the  

      line.  But A87 assumes an upright stance with his left foot forward.  The wing official  

      determines that only A87’s forward foot is breaking a line that runs through the snapper’s waist  

      and that A87’S body does not break that line.  Properly officiated, the wing official should 

A.  Drop a flag at the snap because A87 was not completely on his line of scrimmage. 

B.  Tell A87 to move up so his whole body breaks the line going through the snapper’s waist. 

C.  Not drop a flag, but after the play remind A87 that he needs his body to break the line going     

             through the snapper’s waist. 

D.  Officiate the play normally because A87 was in a legal position on the   

 line.   Rule 2-32-9 

 

10.  Which of the following is incorrect 

         A.  It is legal to trip the runner. Rule 2-45 

         B.  If an official in the field of play touches or is touched by the ball, it is     

             never ignored. Rule 2-44 

         C.  A back may not have any part of his body break an imaginary line through his nearest  

               teammate who is on the line. Rule 2-32-3   If he does break that line he not a back 

         D.  The end zone is not in the field of play.  Rule 2-10-2 


